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What makes professional development truly effective?

SUSTAINABLE
Teachers who receive
an average of 49

hours of PD can
boost student
achievement by
up to 21%.1

COLLABORATIVE
Collaboration allows
teachers to pursue a

cycle of continuous
improvement by
examining student data
to determine the areas
of greatest need.

ACTIVE
When educators

were able to practice
their new knowledge
and skills with hands-on
work, they reported

a greater sense
of efficacy.

Designing PD that can be sustained over time, is collaborative, and allows teachers to
practice new concepts takes time and is harder than it looks. That’s why we’ve designed
Corwin’s PD Resource Centers to include all you need to deliver professional learning,
including resources from education’s top experts, to save you valuable time and make a
difference for your teachers.
Yoon, K., et al. (2007). Reviewing the evidence on how teacher professional development affects student achievement. REL Southwest, (33).
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What is the PD Resource Center?

Designed BY EXPERTS.
EXPERTLY delivered BY YOU.
The PD Resource Center is a collection
of expertly designed resources that PD
facilitators at K–12 schools need to
deliver effective PD around a variety of
important topics, including literacy, equity,
mathematics, and student engagement.

How the PD Resource Center Works
• Choose the center that’s right for your school
based on the topics you want to focus on.
• Learn how to use the resources to lead PD
sessions from the Facilitator’s Guide
• Download, print, and present the ready-to-go materials
• Customize and schedule your PD sessions according
to your school or district’s needs

Don’t
start from
scratch

Build
internal
capacity

PD that
works

Fully
customizable

5 ways the PD Resource Center works for you:
You Said:
“I don’t have time to
prepare materials
on top of my other
responsibilities.”

“I don’t have
any experience
leading PD.”
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We Delivered:
The PD Resource Center includes all the resources
you need to lead effective PD, including
PowerPoints, handouts, videos, and more. Simply
download, print, and present.

Every PD Resouce Center includes a Facilitator’s
Guide that takes you step by step through PD
delivery so even ﬁrst-time facilitators can deliver
PD like the pros.

“We don’t have time
for all-day sessions.”

The content in each PD Resource Center is fully
customizable and can be delivered anytime, anywhere,
on any device. There’s no set way to present, so you
can present around your busy schedule.

“I do more individual
coaching or training
for small groups
than large sessions.”

The PD Resource Center materials are made for PD.
Period. Whether you’re training teachers one on one or
leading PD for big groups, the PD Resource Center has
you covered.

“Teachers need
time to reflect and
opportunities to put
learning into practice.”

Each PD Resource Center has built-in time and
activities that encourage teachers to try out their new
learning, collaborate, and reﬂect with other teachers,
ensuring that learning sticks.
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PD Resource Centers

Visible Learning for Literacy
Douglas Fisher & Nancy Frey
Everything you need to lead PD on accelerating student
learning in literacy by using the right literacy approach at the
right phase of learning—surface, deep, and transfer. Includes:
•
•
•
•

7 modules for hours of focused study
Detailed Facilitator’s Guide
Videos and handouts
Ready-to-present PowerPoints

$499 per building
Contact us to bundle your Visible Learning for Literacy
PD Resource Center with Visible LearningPlus on-site
consulting for your whole district

Close and Critical Reading
Douglas Fisher & Nancy Frey
The Close and Critical Reading PD Resource Center by Douglas
Fisher and Nancy Frey provides facilitators with ready-to-go
resources that help teachers deepen their understanding of
what quality reading instruction really looks like. Includes:
•
•
•
•

11 modules for hours of focused study
Detailed Facilitator’s Guide
Videos and handouts
Ready-to-present PowerPoints

$499 per building
Contact us to bundle your Close and Critical Reading PD
Resource Center with Close and Critical Reading on-site
consulting for your whole district
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PD Resource Centers
Engage the Brain
Marcia Tate
Built around 3 of Marcia Tate’s bestselling books, the Engage
the Brain PD Resource Center includes everything you need to
facilitate effective professional learning that incorporates the
latest brain research and supports deeper learning.
Teachers beneﬁt from the expertise of Marcia Tate, facilitators
are able to deliver powerful PD without the hours of prep work,
and administrators see consistent, intentional implementation.
Includes:
•
•
•
•

8 modules for hours of focused study
Detailed Facilitator’s Guide
Videos and handouts
Ready-to-present PowerPoints

$499 per building

A Guide to Co-Teaching
Richard Villa
Designed to support the bestselling book A Guide to
Co-Teaching, this PD Resource Center enables facilitators to
introduce co-teaching; discuss the planning, implementation,
and reﬂective phases of creating and maintaining a collaborative
teaching and learning environment; and lead sessions. Includes:
• 14 modules for hours of focused study
• Detailed Facilitator’s Guide
• Videos and handouts

$499 per building
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PD Resource Centers

Formative Assessment
for Mathematics
Francis “Skip” Fennell, Beth McCord Kobett,
& Jonathan A. Wray
The Formative Assessment for Mathematics PD Resource
Center brings to life ﬁve of the most impactful, proven
assessment techniques mathematics educators can implement
every day: Observations, Interviews, “Show Me,” Hinge
Questions, and Exit Tasks. Includes:
• 7 modules for hours of focused study
• Detailed Facilitator’s Guide
• Videos and handouts
• Ready-to-present PowerPoints

$499 per building

Deep Equity
Gary Howard
The Deep Equity PD Resource Center provides facilitators and
educators with all the materials needed to begin conversations
around systemic equity reform and culturally responsive
teaching. Facilitators can use the resources to lead participants
through the 5 phases of the Deep Equity program developed
by Gary Howard. Includes:
• 5 modules for hours of focused study
• Detailed Facilitator’s Guide
• Videos and handouts

$599 per building

Contact us to bundle your Deep Equity PD Resource Center
with Deep Equity on-site consulting for your whole district

WHAT YOUR
COLLEAGUES
ARE SAYING:

“The beauty of Corwin’s PD
Resource Center is that, right
after the training session,
teachers can go back to their
classes and try it out.”
—Margaret Nerison,
Literacy Specialist

“The Corwin content provided
that background knowledge
for staff and started them
on a deeper dive into
understanding close reading.”
—Cathy Bildhauser, Principal

Next Steps
Contact for a
private demo

Download the
white paper

Bundle with
on-site
consulting

Visit corwin.com/PDRC to learn more and get started.
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